Definitions and examples Definition

1.1.
Vector fields € X f (M,N) are said to be C-linearly independent at a point 1 k 1k peM if, for any a 1 ,,.,,« fC, the condition «'X..+. ..+a «0
-k
implies the equalities cr(p) = ... =a (p) • 0. A C (X 1 ,I k ) will denote the set of all points p e II saoh that the vector fields are C-linearly independent at p.
Of course, the vector fields X^,...^ are C-linearly independent if and only if A ( ,(X 1 ,... ,X k ) = II. ^reg-c' X 1 '* •* wi -1 -1 cl^Qote the set of all points peM such that the vector fields X^,...,X ]c are regularly C-linearly independent at p. Definition 1.3. Vector fields X 1 ,...,Xj c & e 3£f(M,N) are said to be linearly independent at a point p€H if the vectors X 1 (p).,X k (p) are linearly independent at p.
A(X^,... »Xjj) will denote the set of all points peM suoh that the vector fields X^,...^^ are linearly independent at p.
As an ilustration of these definitions, let us take the following examples: Example 1.4. Let B be a differential spaoe of real numbers with natural structure. Consider the vector field X «« x^e3£(B) and note that A C (X) = A^^tX) -B but A(X) --E\{0>. Example 1.5. Let i : E -*~B 2 be the inclusion map. Consider the vector fields X 1 ,X 2 e^(EjE 2 ) defined as follows: X 1 . It is easy to verify that Ap(I 1 »Ig) t 0«x<l} and A reg-C (X 1' X 2 ) -( X6B : ? <X<1 K . Bxample 1.6. Let K • {(x,y)e B t xy = 0/, and o let 1 : K -B be the lnolosion map. Consider the vector fields ^ -X X 2 -y and * It is easy to see that the veotor fields X-i»^ and X^ are linearly independent over C only at the point (0,0); i.e. A C (X 1 ,Xg,X^}= -{(0,0)}. Moreover, we have A peg _ c (X 1 ^.Xj) « A(X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ) » 0. Bxample 1.7» Consider the vector fields X^Xg e 3E{B 2 ) defined as followss X 1 = T ,Jr i -jx 8nd = = 7T • OTg ^ , where y» B -is a smooth map of the form t = < 0 for t < 0 _ 1 e T for t > 0 2 and jt^ t ^ are tlie Projections of B onto the first and seoond coordinate, respectively. We observe that A c (X.j,X 2 ) = -{(x,y)e B 2 i x^O and y ^o} and Apeg_(,{X1 ,Xg) = A(XVX2) = • {(*t?) e B 2 ! * > 0 and y >o}.
By an easy verification we get Proposition 1.8. For any vector fields X 1 .. »X^e 3e f (M,N), the set A ( ,(X 1 .. ,X k ) is closed in M and the sets A reg-c (X 1 ,...,X k ) and A(X 1t ...,X k ) are open in M. A The family of all subsets A of M such that the vector fields X^.t.yX^ are relatively C-linearly independent on A will be denoted by Bel ( ,(X 1 ,...,X ]E ). are relatively C-linearly independent on A, then A cA c (X 1 ,X k ). The converse is not true beoause if we take, for instance, Example 1.7, we have B » {(x,y)e B 2 : and y = o} ca ( ,(X 1 ,X 2 ) bat the vector fields X.|,...,X k are not relatively C-linearly independent on B. Proposition 2.4. For any veator fields X 1t ...,X k 6 % f (M,H), the family Rel c (X 1 ..,X k ) has the following properties:
(1) if {A t } teT HelptX^...,^'), then U A t e Rel^X,,,... ,X k ) teT (2) The necessity results from Corollary 2.6, whereas the sufficiency -from 2.6 and 2.7. Corollary 2.9. If AeRelc(X1 Xk) and BCA is a set such that ol B = cl A, then B€Rel^(X1 Xk). Proof.
From (2) , so (4) of Corollary 3.5 holds.
As an another formulation of Corollary 3*6 we get C oxvollary 3.7.
If the vector fields X 1 X k e 6 3£ f (M,U) generate the C-module 3C, then X^.^.X^ form the C-basis of X if and only if there exists an open and dense set M cm such that the C" -module 3C" is an n-dimensional 0 M o o differential module (see [1] ).
This Corollary implies Corollary 3.8. If X is a locally tree C-submodule of 36^(11,NJ then there exists an open and dense set M CM such that ,the C" -module is a differential module. Remark 3.9. C-submodule 36 of is said to be a locally free if, for any point peM, there exist an open neighbourhood U of p and vector fields X^,... »X^6^ which form the Cy-basis of Note that if K is the differential space defined in example 1.6, 3C= 3£(K) and K q = -K\{(0,0)} then is a 1-dimensional differential module o but 3C is not a locally free module
